Abstract-In this paper, a nonconventional structure for a "fuzzy" controller is proposed. It does not require signal division, and it produces control surfaces similar to classical fuzzy controllers. The structure combines fuzzification, MIN operators, normalization, and weighted sum blocks. The fuzzy architecture is implemented as a VLSI chip using 2-m n-well technology. A new fuzzification circuit, which requires only one differential pair per membership function is proposed. Eight equally spaced membership functions are used in the VLSI implementation. Simple voltage MIN circuits are used for rule selection. A modified Takagi-Sugeno approach with normalization and weighted sum is used in the defuzzification circuit. Weights in the defuzzifier are digitally programmable with 6-bits resolution.
Neuro-Fuzzy Architecture for CMOS Implementation 
II. FUZZIFIER
Various fuzzifier circuits that can be implemented in bipolar or MOS technology have already been proposed [1] , [3] , [7] , [9] . Most approaches use two source-or emitter-coupled differential pairs for a single membership function. The approach proposed here differs from the previous techniques in two ways: 1) it is simpler-only one differential pair is required per membership function and 2) the fuzzy outputs are automatically normalized; therefore, the sum of all the signals representing the fuzzy variables of a single input is constant.
The fuzzifier circuit is presented in Fig. 3 . This design requires only one differential pair for each membership function, in contrast to earlier designs, where at least two differential pairs were required [2] , [4] , [6] . Also, the output currents are automatically normalized because the sum of through is always equal to . Thus, the normalization circuit is integrated within the fuzzifier. Using a simple Shichman-Hodges MOS transistor model [10] for strong inversion, the output currents for membership functions in midrange are given by (1) 0278-0046/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE while on the ends of the input range the above equation simplifies to (2) where (3) and is the source current, is the input voltage, is the MOS transistor transconductance parameter, is the MOS transistor threshold voltage, are reference voltages, and and are widths and lengths of the transistor channels. There are six output currents for a fuzzifier containing five differential pairs, as shown in Fig. 3 . Examples of these currents for arbitrarily chosen ratios are shown in Fig. 4 . Note the wide range of flexibility in adjusting shapes and slopes by choosing proper ratios in reference and differential pair transistors.
By choosing different reference voltages and different ratios, any trapezoidal type of membership function can be accomplished. The circuit can also create Gaussian-type shapes of membership functions. See current in Fig. 4 for example. The corners of the trapezoids are rounded by parabolic functions if the transistors operate in the strong inversion mode, or by exponential functions if they operate in the weak inversion mode. Even though the circuit is very flexible, equally spaced symmetrical membership functions were chosen in VLSI implementation presented here.
III. ARRAY OF RULE SELECTION CIRCUITS
Each rule selection circuit is connected to one fuzzy variable from each fuzzifier. Therefore, the number of these circuits is equal to , where and are numbers of fuzzy variables for each fuzzifier. The rule selection circuit cell is activated only if both fuzzy inputs have nonzero values. Due to the specific shapes of the fuzzifier membership functions, where only two membership functions can overlap, a maximum of four cluster cells are active at a time. Although current mode MIN and MAX operators are possible [3] , [5] , it is much easier to convert currents from the fuzzifiers into voltages and use the simple rule selection circuits shown in Fig. 5 . The rule selection circuit requires the fuzzy conjunction (AND) or fuzzy MIN operator. It is implemented using source follower circuits shown in Fig. 5 . The voltage on the common node of all sources always follows the highest potential of any of the transistor gates, so it operates as a MAX/OR circuit. However, using the negative signal convention (lower voltages for higher signals), this circuit performs the MIN/AND function. This means that the output signal is low only when all inputs are low. A cluster is selected when all fuzzy signals are significantly lower than the positive battery voltage. Selectivity of the circuit increases with larger ratios. Transistor would be required only if three fuzzifier circuits were used with three inputs.
IV. NORMALIZATION CIRCUIT
In order to obtain proper outputs, it is essential that normalization occurs before weights are applied to the summed currents. The normalization circuit can be implemented using the same concept as the rule selection circuit. For the negative signal convention, PMOS transistors supplied by a common current source are required. The normalization circuit is shown in Fig. 5 . The voltage on the common node A follows the lowest input potential. The normalization circuit consists of transistors connected to a single common current source. This means that the sum of all drain currents of transistors is always constant and equal to . The ratios in current mirrors can determine the output value for each cluster. Currents from all cluster cells are summed to form the output current.
V. WEIGHT CIRCUIT
The weights for different clusters can be assigned by setting proper ratios for current sources on Fig. 6 . This simple approach can be used only when a dedicated fuzzy controller is designed on the mask level. The purpose of this study was to develop a digitally programmable fuzzy controller for any required control surface. This task can be accomplished by introducing a digitally programmable current mirror shown in Fig. 7 .
The cascode current mirror ( -) splits its input current with a 4-to-1 ratio using different ratios for the two Fig. 7 . Weight circuit-digitally programmable current source with 6-bits accuracy. current branches. Transistors -form two multiple output current mirrors with current multiplication factors being 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 dependent on the ratio chosen. Transistors -work as digitally controlled current switches.
VI. VLSI IMPLEMENTATION
The rule selection and normalization circuits shown in Figs. 5 and 6 would require a prohibitive number of interconnections, and they are not practically realizable on a VLSI chip. This problem can be solved by using a single cell cluster shown in Fig. 8 where both rule selection (transistors -) and normalization (source and transistors -) are implemented. The normalization circuit consists of the transistors from all cells connected to a single common current source. The sum of all transistors currents is, therefore, always constant.
A universal fuzzy approximator has been designed and fabricated (Fig. 9) . In order to make the chip universal, each fuzzifier consists of seven differential pairs with seven equally spaced reference voltages. This results in eight membership functions for each input and cluster cells. Sixty-four adjustable current mirrors for setting weights of output signals (Fig. 7) are programmed with 6-b accuracy. For an arbitrary two-dimensional function, only bits are required for programming. A test chip has been implemented in the 2-m n-well MOSIS process using more than 2000 transistors to perform the analog signal processing. To simplify the test chip implementation, current sources were programmed at the contact mask level. Fig. 10 shows a comparison between the desired and the actually measured control surface from the fuzzy chip.
VII. CONCLUSION
An universal nonlinear VLSI approximator using the concepts of fuzzy logic was developed. The current chip is designed with two analog inputs, but it is possible to increase the number of inputs. The proposed architecture is a further simplification of fuzzy controllers. With this architecture, any required control surface can be digitally programmed. While the architecture was developed for VLSI implementation, the proposed approach is more general, and it can also be used in a microprocessor-based fuzzy system.
A new fuzzifier circuit with fewer transistors has also been presented. This circuit is very flexible, and any desired trapezoidal or Gaussian-type shape can be implemented. It also has a built-in normalization feature. A simple voltage-type MIN circuit was used for fuzzy inference. Instead of a classical defuzzifier, which requires signal division, normalization and weighted sum circuits were used.
